A number of modeling and simulation tools have been developed in the domain of Natural Disasters. In these situations, several research teams may make an intervention and that have to coordinate their activities in order to save the maximum number of lives. To this end, they have to define an organizational structure and adopt management policies to improve their performance. The organizational structure and the policies are important elements that have to be taken into account to simulate a real emergency activity. To facilitate the design of these simulations, an agent-based methodological framework for complex system (Supply Chain, Natural Disaster) is proposed. The main contribution of the framework is that it will reflect the organizational structure and policies within the simulation, and which involves the integration truly dynamic dimension of this organization. We propose also a specification of the translation process to ensure the transition between various models that are proposed in the methodological framework.
Introduction
The management of Natural Disasters (NDs) is becoming more complex since NDs are becoming more frequent and more powerful. Hence, emergency teams may find difficulties to rescue people. To this end, these teams will need tools to help them making efficient interventions. Simulations are one of the means that can be used by these teams to predict their behavior during a ND. Over the past few decades, ND such as droughts, floods, cyclones, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions have resulted in the mortality of approximately three million people and affected the lives of 800 million people worldwidea. These have caused diseases as well as serious economic losses and homelessness. Therefore, modeling and simulating the rescue procedure may help to facilitate their management and limit their impact on the society. These simulations may improve the efficiency of the teams on the field which may lead to reducing losses and damage of goods, and saving lives. Multi-agent systems (MAS) are among the methods used for modeling and simulating ND emergencies. A MAS can model the behavior of a set of entities expert, more or less organized according to the laws of social type [5] . Agents have a degree of autonomy and are immersed in an environment in which and with which they interact [4] . There are several areas where MAS can be applied; they can act as a modeling paradigm or as a solution for software implementation. Modelers can also use MAS to create computer representations of dynamic events such as ND emergency. Therefore, the application of MAS in this area could help managers to experiment all possible scenarios of a disaster and assist them in making decisions. This approach involves the simulation of systems in terms of models and their use. Agent-Based Simulation (ABS) [24] has spread out into many areas, including sociology, biology, economics, physics, chemistry, ecology, industrial applications and ND. For most of these areas, the ABS is gradually replacing the micro-simulation techniques and object-oriented simulation. This is due to the ability of the ABS to capture different dynamic models which usually consist of simple entities (reactive agent: if the simple behavior is required, a type of stimulus-response behavior is sufficient) or more complex entities (deliberative agent: if decision-making and negotiation is needed then capacities will require a deliberative agent to perceive its environment and other agent behavior). The global objective of the present research is to give a focus on the impact of a ND organizational structure performance by providing a methodological framework which ranges from domain model analysis to running the simulation. In line with our previous works in the simulation, and in order to consider these organizational aspects of the ND, we have proposed a specific agent-based methodological framework [20] allowing, from modeling to simulation, the production of observables at different levels of details related to a ND organization. This framework aims to facilitate the realization of the simulation with gradual processes. It begins by defining the needs of the user prior to arriving to the implementation of the system while satisfying the initial requirements. The challenge of this research, in an agent-oriented approach, is the ability to integrate dynamic organizational characteristics of ND in the modeling and simulation procedure. It will also include the specification of the translation process from generic model to specific model, to ensure the transition between the proposed models (presented in the methodological framework), as well as to facilitate the communication between the modeler and the developer. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines the objectives of the research and related concerns modeling and simulation of ND. Section 3, introduces an organizational-oriented methodological framework, which is capable of taking into account the organizational aspects at both the conceptual and the operational abstraction levels. Section 4 describes the dynamic ND organization. Section 5 introduces a model driven architecture to transform the models proposed in the methodological framework. Finally, section 6 is a conclusion and recommendations for future work.
Agents and organization oriented ND modeling and simulation
A multi-agent based system is a powerful modeling technique for simulating individual interactions in a dynamic system and is distinctive in its ability to simulate situations with unpredictable behavior [16] .
Previous researches have focused on modeling of the rescue during NDs. However the current technological developments allow us to envision a systems approach that includes modeling of all aspects of the disaster event, its impact on the resources, population and the required response by the involved agencies. This is why we choose to use the ABS approach to model and simulate these aspects. ABS allows a modeler to manipulate different levels of representations, such as individuals and groups of individuals. Agent-based modeling allows capturing the dynamic nature of the ND and facilitates the [18] . Hence, multi-agent technology is widely used in various disaster management and community awareness issues. In the following section, a study on the proposed models in the field of ND is made.
Agent-Based ND Frameworks
Even if, agents are used in the simulation of NDs, few researchers have proposed a framework to support both the design and the implementation of the ND simulation. Two studies are presented hereafter: 1) ABDiSE (Agent-Based Disaster Simulation Environment) is a framework that provides model elements and tools to support the modeling and the simulation of different types of ND such as fires, floods and debris flows. This tool describes how agents move, attach, and interact with each other and with their environment [9] . 2) D4S2 (Dynamic Discrete Disaster Decision Simulation System) is a comprehensive decision support system to simulate the large-scale disaster responses. This model has a specialized architecture designed for decision makers who can be public safety service officials such as fire and police [25] . More precisely, the architecture integrates several models such as: an agent-based simulation model, a geographical information system (GIS) data bases, a rule based system for responders and optimization modules to create a hybrid system of agent-based and discrete simulation components.
Agent Oriented Frameworks
The organizational modeling in multi-agent systems is based on the management of a process metaphor that underrates the organizational structure [20] . A more general study of agent oriented software engineering methodologies, undertaken in order to find conceptual and operational solutions, has confirmed that organizational issues were to be added to the actor approach. This approach is the basis of a methodological framework for helping the domain experts to design their models in their own language, as well as transitional agent-based models which are used to produce the distributed simulation model on which experiments are conducted [15] . Methods like GAIA [26] , CRIO [7] , MOISE+ [10] or the Luis Antonio's work [1] , provide only a part of the solution for the required objectives. Most of these approaches use the notion of roles in order to promote the flexibility in the design process, even with different abstraction or hierarchical levels. As an abstract view of the distributed organization, roles can be combined and associated to the agents' specific architecture, from complex information processing units (i.e. with deliberating capacities) to a simple programmable units (reactive agents or state-machine like automata).
ND Specific Models
There exist other ND models that do not use the agent approach as a method for modeling and simulating complex problems, such as emergency responses, evacuations, fires, traffic events, earthquakes and flooding, among those approaches: 1) Emergency Response Framework [11] : this framework allows for integration of modeling, simulation, and visualization tools for emergency response. The development and implementation of this framework will significantly improve the nation's capability in the emergency response area. 2) For evacuation model: there are more than 26 models that have focused on simulating building evacuations. Many of these models used to simulate evacuation procedure from different types of structures. Featured models include: EVACNET4, WAYOUT, STEPS, PedGo, PEDROUTE, Simulex, GridFlow, ASERI, FDS+Evac, Pathfinder, SimWalk, PEDFLOW, buildingEXODUS, Legion, SpaceSensor, Evacuation Planning Tool (EPT), MassMotion, PathFinder, Myriad II, ALLSAFE, CRISP, EGRESS, SGEM, Evac/FDS, Massegress, Hidac [14] . In addition, VSM model (Vitae System model) is known to provide a systematic framework for the adaptive evacuation strategy in a life-critical situation by integrating its three fundamental elements: survivability, vitality and communication [2] . 3) For traffic model: there are three main approaches for the modeling and simulation of traffic: 1) The macro simulation approach also referred to as macroscopic is one of the primary approaches for modeling complex systems [8] ; 2) The micro simulation approach also referred to as microscopy follows the bottom-up strategy where a complex system is regarded as a great set of interactive components [2, 13] ; 3) A less common approach is the mesoscopic approach [3] . This approach is widely used in the economic research and studying patterns of movement.
Limitations of Methods
In the previous section (Section 2), research devoted to developing framework to guide designers in the development of multi-agent models was presented. It was noticed that the previous research work is suffering from a number of weaknesses, in terms of modeling and simulation. These weaknesses are briefly discussed in the following section: 1) The first weakness in the modeling of ND is related to the fact that these methodological works do not take sufficient account of the purely organizational aspects of the ND, i.e. explicitly including the structure and organizational dynamics, particularly which related to the behavior of actors or agents, behaviors generally associated with multiple roles. 2) The second weakness concerns not taking into account observable and indicators specific to the organization of the natural disaster. These observable and indicators are usually defined by the domain experts in a first modeling of the natural disaster. Observables and indicators are data and information ongoing decision processes, which need to be highlighted in the simulation results for particular study.
3) The third weakness is related to the validation, it is one of the most important limitations of evacuation models. In evacuation modeling, validation refers to a systematic comparison of model predictions with reliable information [28] . Model predictions are dependent upon the data and codes of the evacuation model and the user of the evacuation model. The lack of suitable experimental data to feed the evacuation modeling causes a challenge to modelers. 4) The fourth weakness of evacuation models related in the presentation of occupants in the models. Accurate occupants' representation based on comprehensive anthropometric data and human performance and behavior should be used in evacuation modeling to provide additional level of validity to the models. Otherwise, building codes and standards should be reformed according to the dynamic changes of individuals' ages and sizes. 5) The fifth weakness is the interoperability between emergency response modeling and simulation applications is currently extremely limited (for example: the interoperability between different model such as fire model, evacuation model). 6) The sixth weakness: the cost of transferring data between emergency response simulation software applications is often very high. 7) The seventh weakness: the emergency response organizations usually do not have the technical expertise or the time for building simulation models [11] .
Therefore, this study proposes a solution to overcome some limitations (presented above: organizational dynamics, interoperability, and transferring data) in order to allow modeling / simulation of more "corporate" management after a ND has occurred. Modeling and simulation of "dynamic organizational" means that organizational structures are explicitly incorporated in the management after ND (either temporary or permanent). This will take into account the associated indicators defined at different levels of detail of the organization.
A methodological framework for ND organizational aspects modeling and simulation
The complexity in the modeling and simulation process of ND as well as the implementation support led us to propose a modeling approach based on an incremental process. This modeling technique relies back on the gradual increasing of the level of detail in the model. The real system is represented by a domain model of ND (e.g. an UEML model -Unified Enterprise Modeling Language -www.ueml.org) to represent the organizational aspects. In our previous work, an organizational methodological framework for modeling a complex system was proposed, which was according to two main abstraction levels: a conceptual and an operational level [20] . Using the domain model provided by the domain expert, a simulation model is built step by step. The conceptual level proposes concepts and models helping to grasp the complexity of the problem and its simulation objectives. Whereas the operational level involves the implementation of the simulation model which includes the software integration issues. The different models and the transition to agent-oriented modeling and simulation in our methodological framework are presented in Fig 1 (refer to [20] for further detail). The Conceptual Organizational Modeling engages through a dialogue between the domain expert and an agent-knowledgeable modeler. An actor model is produced by identifying the active entities and their organization from the domain model according to the role concept. The modeler has to translate/abstract the domain model into a Conceptual Organizational Modeling based on (hierarchical) levels, actors, roles and groups named Conceptual Role Organizational Model (CROM) (Fig. 2 ) (refer to [20] for further detail). This stage highlights the organizational structure of the ND as wells as the structural and dynamic relations between the entities composing the ND. Following this conceptual, agent-based model is produced on the basis of observables that the user needs to obtain from the simulation, building up the route toward the implementation of the simulation.
The software designer detail the CAOM by associating a conceptual agent with a software agent architecture (e.g. BDI -Believe, Desire, Intention - [23] ) and specifying their behaviors (e.g. an UML -"Unified Modeling Language" -activity diagram for a reactive agent) and interactions (e.g. AUML -"Agent Unified Modeling Language" -sequence diagram [21] ), resulting in an Operational Agent Model (OPAM). The implementation of these models in a simulation(s) environment results in an ABS system which can be executed. The refining process currently follows the ad hoc rules. As the experience with the models increases, the rule generalization can be defined and then can be automated through model transformation engines. The observables that are related to the organizational structure of a real system are not described in the design model [15] . They are only mentioned in the multi-agent system model, i.e. one step before the implementation stage. It is necessary to describe them earlier in the modeling process (at a conceptual and operational level) as they may induce different modeling requirements. Our work can be summarized as the enrichment of the proposed methodological framework, which would include the specification of the translation process to ensure the transition between the CROM models, CAOM and OPAM (proposed in the methodological framework models) [20] using MDD (Model Driven Development [6] or MDA (Model Driven Architecture) [17] . Further, a decision making criteria has been proposed for the transformations, however more extensive experiments are required to define explicit rules which facilitate the work of modelers and computer scientists. As for the concepts and techniques of model-driven engineering, this could be implemented using tools such as ATL [13] . Another objective was the consideration of the organization in the simulation of ND which involves the integration truly dynamic dimension of the organization by making more explicit organization's image that offers [22] by combining A & A [19] and Moise + [10] .
Dynamic ND organization
In this section, we solve one of the problems presented in the section 2.4, which involves the integration truly dynamic dimension of the organization in the methodological framework proposed [20] . The dynamic organization is composed of levels that include some group or more. Each group contains the actors in the model CROM (presented by the agent or a group of agents in the CAOM model) that are playing roles. Keeping in mind that an agent is able to play the same role in one or multiple groups, as well as the same role can be played by various agents. The organization, the group and the agent can generate observable (quantitative or qualitative). The observable is characterized by the activity it monitors (quality, cost), its quantitative or qualitative nature which requires defining its measuring units and the authorized values (whole or real number if quantity, list of values if qualitative) and finally its dated value. A role can provide services to other roles in the same group. Relationships can develop between agents; every agent may receive an invitation to join a group such as police, fireman, first aid, evacuation or traffic. The agent can communicate with another agent when needed to own business process (collaboration). In this case, agents are invited to join a group to meet some order. During the communication process, all the agents are competing with each other which may orient their behavior, their business volume and their capability. Also, during the modeling and simulation of ND, all the agents are able to ensure the success of the final management plan and collaborate to resolve problem. Agents can join or leave a group when the requested tasks are completed. Then, groups can be automatically created in case two agents want to communicate in a new group and vice versa. In the case of a group that contains two agents that has completed their work, this group can be terminated. Therefore, in our methodological framework the organization can be changed during the simulation including joining and leaving of agents for groups, changing the agents' behaviors and rules and removing/adding groups.
Model transformation using model driven architecture: CROM to CAOM
In our research we propose to use MDA (Model Driven Architecture) as a technology for transforming models to ensure interoperability between the proposed models and transferring the data between these models without any losses of information (Limits presented in the section 2.4). The MDA approach can be seen as a "pragmatic" framework for the implementation of the transformational approach. It advocates the development of software for model transformations. The basic idea is to separate the specification of the functions of a system for the implementation of these functions on a specific platform. Thus, during the development of a system, the desired functionality must be specified independently of the platform (i.e. business model). The platform must also be described by models. We choose a particular platform for the system and the Platform Independent Model (PIM) is converted into a Platform Specific Model (PSM). MDA proposes getting into abstraction by manipulating models and building applications by processing models. MDA offers different approaches to model transformations. Indeed, the transformations can be specified by a correspondence (mapping) at the meta-models, models or marking. The transformation can be specified declaratively by a correspondence between the meta-models describing the PIM and PSM models, as it can be specified by a match between the PIM and PSM models [17] . Transformation defined at meta-model is more generic than the one defined at the model level. But the model specification level is more accurate because the meta-model entity can have multiple instances. However, changes in this level are not reusable.
Another transformation approach is to first mark the PIM, and then transform it. A brand is a concept of a platform and it is used to mark a PIM to indicate how the element should be changed. These marks are defined in a model that describes the target platform. When a platform is chosen, the brands associated with it are then used to mark the elements of PIM to guide transformation to PSM. A marked PIM is then transformed to get the PSM. In Fig. 3 , we illustrate the transformations between CROM and CAOM models using MDA. Firstly we marked the PIM model (CROM), and then transform it to PSM or CAOM model). The principle transformation task is to decide about the role that should be included in the CAOM model. Roles can be combined into one or several agents, according to the kind of behavior which is expected to be studied (simple or complex). The second task of this transformation to CAOM model concerns the transformation of the relationship between the CROM actors. Thus, CROM relationships are transposed in agent world as interactions while keeping their classification and we used the observable to filter the behavior of agents' reactive and deliberative type. Then, we transform the conceptual model (CAOM) to an operational model. The operational model provides a solution for implementing of the conceptual model (CAOM). This step has led to the development of an operational model agent including the choice of agent architectures. For the representation of agents and their behavior at the operational level, we propose a modeling approach which allows differentiation between agents which is guided by the observables. This modeling approach is based on two environmental agents, one for reactive agents and the other for the cognitive agents. The transformation between different model (CROM, CAOM, OPAM) can provide communication between modelers and development, as we avoid loss of data. CAOM objective is to specify the behavior of each CROM actor. It involves "filtering" the CROM model to only retain actors which have some interest for the simulation as the desired level of detail of their behavior. Thus, it highlights the observable values quantitative / qualitative data relevant to the objectives of system representation. The following meta-model in Fig. 4 shows these concepts which form the building blocks of a CAOM model (After the transformation we obtain the meta-model above).
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented an organizational oriented methodological framework, which permits modeling and simulation of ND organizational aspects. It allows observables of different level of detail while reproducing the ND behavior according to desired observables. This methodological framework is structured according to a conceptual and an operational abstraction levels. At the conceptual level, the modeling is based on a Conceptual Role Organizational Model (CROM), which is then refined into a Conceptual Agent Organizational Model (CAOM). At the operational level, modeling is mainly based on the Operational Agent Model (OPAM). This framework allows the study of the impact of a specific ND organizational structure and its related management policies on ND performance. Based on a ND expert modeling of a particular ND, an organization/role oriented (CROM) and an agent-oriented (CAOM) conceptual model help in designing a simulation model, which will reproduce the ND global and local behaviors. These conceptual models are defined independently of particular agent architecture or even on specific software architecture but propose transitional steps to guide their development.
Current work is looking forward at defining translation rules from CROM to CAOM model using MDA and taking into account the type and level of details of desired observables, while respecting the organization structure and the temporal constraints in which different time horizons produce. Also we present the concept of dynamic organization, and how this concept is presented in terms of modeling and simulation. In the future work we want to illustrate the implementation of Agent-Oriented Methodological framework on ND case. This illustration is obtained by presenting models that are derived from various phases of design. We will describe firstly the Conceptual Role Oriented Model (CROM), secondly we will The results of various modeling phases associated with methodological framework leading to the conduct of simulation. We will propose also an open software architecture supporting the transformation of the conceptual model into an operational model by generalizing the previous "hard wired" architecture inspired by previous agent-based integration framework.
